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Details of Visit:

Author: Mad Jock
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 22 August 2007 1230
Duration of Visit: 35
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Blue Ice
Phone: 07818265018

The Premises:

Blue Ice as known to many, clean, discreet, metered parking right outside, no probs.

The Lady:

Maya 19 year old half white, half afro caribbean (I think). About as dark as a good tan anyway. Slim,
petite, nice boobs for size, very pretty with bubbly personality.

The Story:

Phoned Blue Ice but didn't recognise any of the girls on offer, so took a chance and went anyway.
Whatever happened to the Blue Ice Allstars (Mo, Shannon, Anita etc)? Quite adventurous of me to
turn up on spec as the lady on the phone did mention my most offputting words "Eastern
European". How many bad punts have I had / bad reports have I read featuring Eastern European
girls? Too many to want another anyway.

I digress... Introduced to 4 girls, I'm crap with names so let's say 1) E. European dark hair good
figure fairly tall nice smile, would have been tempted to break my rule if nothing better in English. 2)
Afro caribbean full figure (prob size 14) great smile, very interesting, definitely tempted but had a
similar looking lady recently (see my previous FR on Cindy) and fancied a change ... 3) E European
dark tall thin not much personality on show, don't think so, thanks all the same, and 4) Maya as
above with terrific smile and friendly kiss. No contest. I'd been fantasising about a slim young
English girl and here she was, if not white not far off.

Shown into circular room on corner, nice change. Joined by the lady herself, very friendly and chatty
even though we clearly had very little in common we still managed to have a good chat and a laugh.
Massage with boobs on back that would have put many better endowed girls to shame. Followed by
kissing (not French) and cuddling (I love both of those as much as the sex itself), nice, slow, and
asked me to say when I was ready for O as she "didn't want me not to get the full half hour". OWO
not offered and I didn't ask (most girls here offer it and more without prompting). Good O, didn't try
for reverse or 69, not in the mood these days for some reason, then onto mish. Bit worried about my
20 tons weight on top of such a petite girl, but no problems. Nice slow session, with little kisses and
fondles, plenty hand attention to balls, leading to a very satisfying conclusion. I'm sure more
positions would have been OK if wanted but slow relaxing mish was just too good for me.
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Pace throughout was totally unrushed, we even went about 5 minutes over chatting at the end.

In conclusion, very sexy figure and bubbly personality, not really a GFE as I didn't really get the
chance to do anything for her (OK, I didn't ask either) and for me definitely on the young side, would
suit you younger guys I'm sure, but I did enjoy her company as much as the sex, so a very good
punt overall and despite the age difference I'm very tempted to return - bu tthere's probably too
much variety in the punting world to make that a priority.

Not really in the same class as my favourite MK ladies but definitely another Blue Ice winner!
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